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A BIRD'S EYE VIEW
It's easy to miss the forest for the trees when considering crypto. It's too volatile,
it's too risky, it's speculative. This deck takes an aerial view of Bitcoin and digital
assets. It's a combination of historical performance facts we find convincing and
a variety of arguments for potential market size growth. This deck is not
intended to be a comprehensive analysis of either market. It does not cover
various risks nor the fact that the future performance of Bitcoin and digital
assets may not look like the past. Bitcoin regularly draws down more than 80%,
and such volatility should be expected into the future. There are few certainties
in life, especially in investing. But if we had to pick just 10 charts to present the
digital asset thesis, and why we find this industry compelling, these would be it.
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The Digital Asset Thesis

1. High returns.

Bitcoin and digital assets

were the highest returning
asset class of the last

decade. Bitcoin returned 10X
more per year than the

second best asset class, the

NASDAQ 100.

Bitcoin

NASDAQ 100

230%

20%

Average annual return

2011-2021

Sources: Yahoo, 2021
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https://www.yahoo.com/video/bitcoin-becomes-best-performing-asset-132208120.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/bitcoin-becomes-best-performing-asset-132208120.html


The Digital Asset Thesis

2. Best risk-adjusted

returns

Bitcoin and

Ethereum had the
best risk-return
relationship of major

asset classes through

the last decade

based on Sharpe

Ratios .

4-year rolling Sharpe Ratio of major

asset classesSources: Woobull Charts, 2022
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https://charts.woobull.com/bitcoin-risk-adjusted-return/


The Digital Asset Thesis

3. Adoption is

still in its

infancy .

Bitcoin holders

represent just
0.5% of the
World 's

population

today .

There are still only 40M Bitcoin addresses

with a non-zero balanceSources: Glassnode, 2022
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https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&category=&m=addresses.NonZeroCount
https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&category=&m=addresses.NonZeroCount


The Digital Asset Thesis

4. It 's still early .  

Digital asset adoption

is following the path

of the internet ,  but

with faster growth .

Digital asset adoption

is roughly in the
same place the
internet was in 1998 .

Digital asset adoption is tracking the

internet's 1990s trajectorySources: Zerohedge, World Bank, Crypto.com (2021)
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https://twitter.com/zerohedge/status/1458180165952016394/photo/1


FRIEDRICK HAYEK (1984)

I don’t believe we shall ever have a good
money again before we take the thing out of
the hands of government. That is, we can’t
take it violently out of the hands of
government, all we can do is by some sly
roundabout way introduce something that
they can’t stop.

"

"

https://youtu.be/EYhEDxFwFRU?t=1149


The Digital Asset Thesis

5. Hard as Gold .

With Debt-to-GDP higher

than the WW2 peak ,  it

wouldn 't be surprising for

the current multi-decade

trend of fiat inflation and
devaluation to continue

out of necessity .  In 2 years ,

Bitcoin will be less

inflationary than gold .

Purchasing power of one US Dollar

has declined 97% in the last centurySources: Trading Economics, Statista, 2022
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https://www.statista.com/statistics/1032048/value-us-dollar-since-1640/
https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/government-debt-to-gdp
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1032048/value-us-dollar-since-1640/


The Digital Asset Thesis

6. Fiat default insurance .

The CDS default insurance market

for fiats is valued at $2-3T .

Greg Foss makes a compelling

case Bitcoin is also fiat default
insurance .  Valuing Bitcoin as fiat

default insurance alone puts

Bitcoin 's price closer to $150K
per coin .

Bitcoin CDS Insurance

$500B

$2-3000B

Market caps of Fiat

default insurance

Sources: Rockstar Inner Circle (Greg Foss 2021)
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https://rockstarinnercircle.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Why-Every-Fixed-Income-Investor-Needs-To-Consider-Bitcoin-As-Portfolio-Insurance.pdf
https://rockstarinnercircle.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Why-Every-Fixed-Income-Investor-Needs-To-Consider-Bitcoin-As-Portfolio-Insurance.pdf


The Digital Asset Thesis

7. Asset market caps

are still emerging .

If Bitcoin becomes the

global default for hard

money or peer-to-peer

cash ,  that would be an

order of magnitude

increase of circa 10X
(gold) to 100X (fiat) .

Sources: Coin Market Cap Fiat Market Cap Companies Market Cap Visual Capitalist (2022)

10x larger than Bitcoin

100x larger than Bitcoin

1000x larger than Bitcoin

Market Caps of major asset classes
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https://coinmarketcap.com/
https://fiatmarketcap.com/
https://companiesmarketcap.com/assets-by-market-cap/
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/all-of-the-worlds-money-and-markets-in-one-visualization-2020/


The Digital Asset Thesis

8. Bitcoin is regulated ,  institutional and sovereign .

Sources: Coin Market Cap Buy Bitcoin Worldwide Wikipedia (2022)

Number of countries that have already made

Bitcoin legal tender since 2021 .

Number of public companies that have added

Bitcoin to their balance sheet .

38

2

96% Percent of the world where Bitcoin is legal .
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https://coinmarketcap.com/legal-tender-countries/
https://www.buybitcoinworldwide.com/treasuries/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_cryptocurrency_by_country_or_territory


The Digital Asset Thesis

9. Bitcoin is the future .

Younger generations ,

that are entering their

peak income earning

years ,  mostly agree
Bitcoin is a positive
financial innovation .

Percent that agree Bitcoin is a positive

innovation in financial technologySources: Cointelegraph (2020)
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https://cointelegraph.com/news/crypto-could-save-millennials-from-the-economy-that-failed-them


The Digital Asset Thesis

250 DAYS

LOW LOW LOW

EPOCH 1
(2009-12)

EPOCH 2
(2012-16)

EPOCH 3
(2016-20)

10. Bitcoin 's 4-year

cycle provides

opportunity .  

Since 2012 ,  the best
time to invest has
been the 1-year

period ending 1-year

prior to the Bitcoin

Halving (now until Q1

2023).

Days since Bitcoin HalvingSources: CheckonChain (2022)
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JUNE 2022

https://checkonchain.com/btconchain/cycle_halving/cycle_halving_light.html


DIGITAL ASSETS SUMMARY

High return: the best returning asset class of the last decade

Low relative risk: the best risk-reward of major asset classes

Emerging: less than 1% of the world owns Bitcoin

Value: comparable markets are valued 5X, 10X and 100X more

Adoption: adoption looks like the internet in 1998, but faster

Sovereign: companies and countries are adopting Bitcoin

The future: today's prime earners value Bitcoin

Cyclical: we are in a period where Bitcoin historically bottoms.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

This document remains the intellectual property of Capriole Investments Limited and must not be reproduced or distributed in whole or part without the express

permission of Capriole Investments Limited .  While Capriole Investments Limited makes best efforts to ensure the accuracy and correctness of the information

contained within this document ,  we do not accept any liability or responsibility for any errors or omissions .  

NO SOLICITATION

This document is not a recommendation to invest in Bitcoin ,  digital assets ,  Capriole Investments Limited ,  or any other investment .  This document should not be

considered as promotional ,  marketing or solicitation material .  This document does not contain all of the information necessary to make an investment decision .

No representation is made that investment in Bitcoin ,  digital assets ,  Capriole Investments Limited or any other investment will ,  or is likely to ,  achieve results

comparable to those shown ,  or will make any profit at all ,  or will be able to avoid incurring substantial losses .  Past performance is not necessarily indicative of

future performance .

RISK

Bitcoin ,  digital assets and Capriole Investments Limited may not be suitable for your investment needs .  Investing in digital assets in general involves risk .  Digital

asset risks include ,  but are not limited to ,  exchange risk ,  legal risk ,  hacking risk ,  market risk ,  liquidity risk ,  trading risk and default risk .  

As with any investment ,  there is a risk of loss of investment .  Digital Assets have high price volatility .  From month-to-month ,  it is normal to expect large

downdraws .  There is risk that trading strategies become unprofitable in the future .  Profits and losses could result from any of the above noted risks and could

result in the loss of some or all of your initial investment .  Decisions or actions based on the information provided are at the readers own account and risk .

Additional digital asset risks are outlined at www .capriole .com/legal

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS

Opinions and projections included in this document are provided as of the date of publication ,  may prove to be inaccurate ,  and are subject to change without

notice .  

CAPRIOLE INVESTMENTS

Capriole Investments Limited is a British Virgin Islands company (no .  2038914) and licensed asset manager (cert .  IBR/AIM/20/0361).

Disclaimer
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http://www.capriole.com/legal
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